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* See code of practice at www.growingmedia.co.uk.

Our commitment
to sustainability
Our commitment
to sustainability

Each year, we reuse thousands of tonnes of 
material from gardens and forests in many of
our compost mixes, to help you grow plants
that enhance your environment and make the 
world more beautiful.

Try our range of quality
grass seeds

Try our range of quality
grass seeds

PROFESSIONAL BLEND - 
The perfect blend of organic materials 
with sand, plus Miracle-Gro® Lawn Food.

IMPROVES LAWN STRUCTURE - 
Meaning a healthier lawn for you 

MAINTAINS ACID BALANCE - 
Helps maintain acid balance which 
encourages healthy grass growth

INSTRUCTION FOR USEINSTRUCTION FOR USE

Storage
Keep the bag closed when in storage to 
prevent drying out.

Storage from one year to another may 
a�ect performance.

Keep away from pesticides.

Storage

Health and safety adviceHealth and safety advice
Use in a well ventilated place
and avoid breathing in dust.

Always wear gloves when
gardening and then wash
hands after use.

For more information and key
gardening tips visit our website at:

©2018, Evergreen Garden Care UK Ltd.
1 Archipelago, Lyon Way, Frimley, Surrey GU16 7ER.
Made under licence from OMS Investments, Inc.
Miracle-Gro® is the trademark of OMS Investments, Inc.

25 LITRES
when filled
25 LITRES
when filled
Volume may reduce by up to 10%*
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For people who love their lawnsFor people who love their lawns

FOR NEW LAWNS
Spread Miracle-Gro® Lawn 
Dressing over the prepared 
ground with the back of a rake 

and work it well into the surface. The seeds 
or turf can then be applied directly on top.

AERATING & IMPROVING 
DRAINAGE
In autumn, spike the whole lawn 
area down to a depth of at least 

8cm with a garden fork or an aerator. 
Spread Miracle-Gro® Lawn Dressing over the 
lawn with the back of a rake or sti� brush, 
working it well into the holes that have 
been made.

AERATING & IMPROVING 
DRAINAGE

REPAIRING BUMPS & 
HOLLOWS
Spread Miracle-Gro® Lawn 
Dressing evenly into any holes in 

the lawn pressing it down firmly so that the 
ground is level and even. You can then apply 
a patching solution such as Miracle-Gro® 
Patch Magic® for a thick green lawn. 

REPAIRING BUMPS & 
HOLLOWS

Why is Miracle-Gro Lawn Dressing
the best? 
Why is Miracle-Gro Lawn Dressing
the best? 

FOR NEW LAWNS

Different name
Same trusted quality!


